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ABSTRACT: X-ray transient absorption spectroscopy (XTAS) is a
promising technique for measuring electron dynamics in molecules
and solids with attosecond time resolutions. In XTAS, the
elemental speciﬁcity and spatial locality of core-to-valence X-ray
absorption is exploited to relate modulations in the time-resolved
absorption spectra to local electron density variations around
particular atoms. However, interpreting these absorption modulations and frequency shifts as a function of the time delay in terms
of dynamics can be challenging. In this paper, we present a ﬁrstprinciples study of attosecond XTAS in a selection of simple
molecules based on real-time time-dependent density functional
theory (RT-TDDFT) with constrained DFT to emulate the state of the system following the interaction with a ultraviolet pump
laser. In general, there is a decrease in the optical density and a blue shift in the frequency with increasing electron density around
the absorbing atom. In carbon monoxide (CO), modulations in the O K-edge occur at the frequency of the valence electron
dynamics, while for dioxygen (O2) they occur at twice the frequency, due to the indistinguishability of the oxygen atoms. In 4aminophenol (H2NC6H4OH), likewise, there is a decrease in the optical density and a blue shift in the frequency for the oxygen and
nitrogen K-edges with increasing charge density on the O and N, respectively. Similar eﬀects are observed in the nitrogen K-edge for
a long-range charge-transfer excitation in a benzene (C6H6)−tetracyanoethylene (C6N4; TCNE) dimer but with weaker modulations
due to the delocalization of the charge across the entire TCNE molecule. Additionally, in all cases, there are pre-edge features
corresponding to core transitions to depopulated orbitals. These potentially oﬀer a background-free signal that only appears in
pumped molecules.
nonlinear spectroscopy (e.g., four wave mixing22). Additional
techniques have shown promise theoretically such as electron
holography, where the movement of electrons can be directly
imaged,23 and stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy, where
electron transfer can be monitored.24 Each technique has
advantages and disadvantages. X-ray ATA, for example, is in
principle capable of measuring density changes around
particular atoms in a molecule with high temporal resolution,20
but this may require high populations of excited molecules to
have suﬃcient contrast. HHS is an all-in-one process where an
electron ionized from a molecule is used to probe the parent
molecule, but this requires some way of relating the observed
modulations in harmonics to the underlying dynamics. Often,
the choice of the technique is system- and process-dependent.

1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring subfemtosecond electron dynamics in molecules
and materials has been the focus of much recent interest.
These dynamics, which result from a coherent superposition of
states, occur at time scales faster than nuclear motion.1−8
These dynamics form the initial stages of photochemical and
light-harvesting processes, which are still poorly understood. In
solids, electron dynamics resulting from intense laser pulses
result in band dynamics such as band distortion and valence
band/conduction band redistribution9−11 and result in strongﬁeld eﬀects like negative-diﬀerential conductivity.12 Understanding these transformations is critically important for
predicting and tuning optical breakdown, such as for high
density circuitry and energy storage. Molecular and solid-state
attosecond experiments are poised to shed light on these
processes, but progress hinges on developing methods capable
of measuring electron density changes with attosecond time
resolutions.
There have been numerous approaches13,14 developed to
measure electron dynamics, including high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS),15,16 time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy,17
attosecond streaking,18 wave packet interferometry,19 attosecond transient absorption (ATA),11,20,21 and time-dependent
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spectra. Generally, some form of time-dependent Schrödinger
equation is used, e.g., simulation of the electron dynamics in
atoms using TR-XUV37 and TR-XAS,55 transient metallization
of silica,10,33 and exciton dynamics in magnesium oxide.56
These methods, however, typically require parametrization,
which can limit predictability. In terms of ﬁrst-principles
methods, TDDFT has been used to simulate the time-resolved
XUV absorption of polycrystalline diamonds using coupled
TDDFT−Maxwell’s equations.11 Recently, Nascimento and
co-workers used linear-response TDDFT to show that single
and double core-hole states can be used to probe valence
electron dynamics.57 Nevertheless, ﬁrst-principles tools for
computing explicit spectra as a function of the time delay
between the pump and probe remain underdeveloped. These
types of simulations are crucial for reconstructing the electron
density movement in molecules from observed transient X-ray
spectra.
To address this, in this paper, we present a methodology for
using RT-TDDFT to directly compute X-ray ATA spectra in
molecules, speciﬁcally for the case of measuring coherent
electron dynamics. We interpret our results primarily in the
language of electron density rather than states, i.e., how are Xray modulations related to the instantaneous density
surrounding the absorbing atom. We then use this method
to simulate XTAS for carbon monoxide (CO), dioxygen (O2),
and 4-aminophenol following UV pump excitation, as well as
for the benzene−tetracyanoethylene charge-transfer dimer.

Among these, X-ray ATA is especially promising for its
relative simplicity, suitability for a range of molecules and
solids, and excellent time resolution. In ATA, a pump pulse is
used to excite the system, and the dynamics are probed via an
attosecond probe pulse. The resulting modulations in the
spectra as a function of the time delay (τ) between the two
pulses encodes information about the electron dynamics
initiated by the pump. The development of ultrafast X-ray
sources, including high-harmonic generation(HHG)20,25−27
and high-intensity pulses at free-electron lasers,28−30 has led
to isolated keV X-ray pulses with 2.5 as the duration for HHG
methods31 and a few hundred attoseconds for soft X-rays at Xray-free electron lasers.32 These pulses typically probe nearedge probe core-level transitions in a system (i.e., XANES),
including both optical density changes and frequency shifts due
to the motion of electrons.23,33−35 What makes this technique
especially powerful is that core-level transitions are highly
localized in space around the absorbing atom. As such,
modulations in a particular X-ray absorption feature can be
directly related to the instantaneous electron density around
that atom. There has been steady progress toward increasing
the range of frequencies of attosecond X-ray sources. This has
been realized for soft X-rays below 1.0 keV,31 which spans the
K-edge of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and ﬂuorine. ATA, with
heavier elements such as sulfur (K-edge at 2.6 keV), remains
an ongoing challenge for X-ray sources.
Despite the advantages, transient absorption experiments
can be diﬃcult to interpret. Reconstructing the electron
dynamics from modulations in the X-ray absorption often
requires simulation of both the dynamics as well as the
corresponding X-ray spectra. Much work has been done
toward simulating the motion of electrons in molecules and
solids. First-principles methods, in particular, oﬀer a powerful
tool for interpreting experiments without inputs from experiments. These all involve solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation either via a direct numerical solution
with tractable (e.g., one-electron molecules),36 single activeelectron models37,38 or via a particular quantum chemistry
approximation such as Hartree−Fock methods,39 time-dependent multiconﬁgurational self-consistent ﬁeld,40 time-dependent
coupled cluster,41,42 and time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT).43 Among these, TDDFT is particularly
useful, as it oﬀers a good trade-oﬀ between accuracy and
computational cost, and has been shown to adequately capture
electronic dynamics and give accurate linear-response X-ray
absorption spectra. TDDFT includes a many-body correlation
via the exchange-correlation functional, which in practice is
approximate.44 Generally speaking, nonlocal methods such as
hybrid DFT (mixture of HF and DFT) are known to give more
accurate core-level and charge-transfer excitation energies, as
well as improved electron dynamics. The TDDFT equations
are generally solved in two ways. Linear-response (LR)
TDDFT involves ﬁnding roots in the frequency-dependent
response and gives spectra but cannot be used for electron
dynamics.45−49 Real-time (RT) TDDFT,5,50−54 where the
wave function/density matrix is propagated in time, allows for
straightforward computation of the transient spectra following
the interaction with the pump and probe lasers. One important
caveat with TDDFT is that resonant excitation is poorly
described due to the adiabatic (local-in-time) approximation
for the DFT functional.
In contrast to dynamics, there has been far less work on
simulating the corresponding attosecond transient X-ray

2. METHODS
To simulate the transient spectra, we use real-time timedependent density functional theory (RT-TDDFT) in a
Gaussian basis set, as implemented in the NWChem software
package.51 This choice of basis allows for all-electron
simulations (for the core states) and eﬃcient evaluations of
hybrid DFT functionals. The Born−Oppenheimer approximation is used throughout; given the short time scales (<2 fs)
studied here, nuclear motion is not expected to have a
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the dynamics,58,59 but this remains an open
question.60 For all simulations, the von Neumann equation of
motion was integrated using an exponential midpoint rule with
a time step of Δt = 0.06 au = 1.45 as,
i

dP′
= [F′P′ − P′F′]
dt

(1)

where P′(t) and F′(t) are the density and Fock matrices in the
canonical orthogonal basis (see ref 51 for details). This is
suﬃcient to resolve the highest energy X-ray edges studied
here (O K-edge around 520 eV). TDDFT is known to give
spectra that are shifted from the experiment due to an
incomplete description of the core-hole relaxation, primarily
due to self-interaction errors.61,62 TDDFT XANES spectra are
often manually shifted to correct for this, but in this paper, we
report unshifted spectra.
To bypass the issues with adiabatic (local-in-time) functionals for resonant excitations,63,64 we instead emulate the
state of the system following impulsive excitation by specifying
the density distribution. As shown in Figure 1(a), this consists
of specifying charges on particular regions of the molecule
using constrained DFT,65 resulting in a neutral chargeseparated initial state. This allows for the simulation of time
delays that occur after the pump has passed, i.e., how transient
XAS can be used to probe ﬁeld-free polarization-driven
dynamics resulting from the pump. It may also be suitable
4471
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moment μp0(t) from a simulation with the pump only.
Formally, this is given by
Δμp (ω) =

∫0

∞

dt [μp (t ) − μp0 (t )]e−(t − τ)/ k eiωt

(2)

where τ is the time delay between the pump and the probe, k is
the damping lifetime parameter, and p = x, y, z denotes the
polarization of the probe laser. This is conceptually similar to
the subtraction of a “moving reference” density matrix.68,69
Since the damping in the dipole starts at the time of the probe,
all spectra generated for diﬀerent τ values have the same
phenomenological Lorentzian line widths. Note that this
shifted damping assumes a vanishingly small time-dependent
dipole before the probe, at least in the desired X-ray frequency
range. In practice, subtraction of the pump-only dipole in eq 2
ensures this. The on-diagonal parts of the polarizability tensor
αpp(ω) are then given by
αpp(ω) =

Δμp (ω)E*p (ω)
|Ep(ω)|2

(3)

Finally, the dipole strength S(ω) is calculated from the
imaginary parts of α:
S(ω) =

Figure 1. (a) UV/X-ray pump−probe scheme in carbon monoxide
consisting of a “sudden” pump via constrained DFT followed by a
time-delayed weak δ-function probe. (b) This pump primarily results
in a partial population excitation from π → π*.

4πω
Im[αxx(ω) + αyy(ω) + αzz(ω)]
3c

(4)

This single molecule quantity is related to the absorbance/
optical density (OD) of a system through the number density
of the system, but throughout this paper, we use OD and σ(ω)
interchangeably. In practice, to reduce the simulation times
required to reach convergence, the Fourier transforms in eq 3
are computed using Padé approximants.70 As noted previously,
our TDDFT XAS spectra are not shifted; thus, our absolute
photon energies diﬀer somewhat from experimental values.

for cases where the pump laser is perpendicular to the
direction of the electron dynamics. Since this method results in
propagation starting from an excited-state density instead of
the ground state, there is a formal TDDFT initial-statedependence problem.66 Nevertheless, this should have no
practical consequences when using adiabatic exchangecorrelation functionals, as done here. For each molecule, the
speciﬁc density distribution was chosen to be reﬂective of the
density change caused by a particular excitation (e.g., valence π
→ π*). For the molecules studied here, this corresponds to a
value of +Δ on one end of the molecule and −Δ on the other.
The actual eﬀect of this “pump” can be assessed by comparing
the molecular orbital populations and frequencies in the timedependent dipole with those obtained from linear-response
TDDFT. It is important to note that CDFT was designed to
capture states involving charge transfer/deformation and is not
well-suited for preparing an arbitrary intramolecular excitation.67 Nevertheless, we observe that the results (dipole, OD
modulation, and ω shifts) are all linear in the deviation of the
atomic charges from the ground state (see Results and
Supporting Information (SI) for details).
The probe was taken to be a δ-function delayed τ from t = 0
with an amplitude of 10−4 au, which corresponds to a perfectly
broadband weak probe. In contrast to experiments, which
typically probe a particular elemental edge with an attosecond
X-ray pulse, our δ-function probe yields the entire X-ray
spectrum. To compute the spectrum, we use the dipole
strength function S(ω) from the Fourier transform (FT) of the
time-dependent dipole moment. Although the CDFT pump
results in very little core-level depopulation, in practice it does
induce some weak high -frequency modes. These may occur in
the X-ray absorption range with a polarization parallel to the
dynamics (molecular axis). To compensate for this, we
compute the diﬀerence dipole by subtracting out the dipole

3. RESULTS
In this section, we present results for three diﬀerent systems:
carbon moxoxide (CO), dioxygen (O2 ), a benzene−
tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) dimer (C6H6···C6N4), and 4aminophenol (H2NC6H4OH). Diatomic molecules were
chosen since they are straightforward to interpret the dynamics
in terms of the dipole moment, i.e., which atom has excess
electron density. CO is a simple case of a heteronuclear
molecule, where charge oscillations may modulate O K-edge
XAS. Carbon K-edge is not likely to be useful for complex
molecules as the many nearly degenerate atoms yield diﬃcult
to interpret spectra. Thus, we do not focus on carbon XAS in
this study. O2 is chosen to be somewhat of a control, since it
has two identical oxygen atoms, and thus, the XAS should not
be able to distinguish between the carbon being on one versus
the other. Benzene−tetracyanoethylene was chosen as an
example of how to probe long-range charge-transfer excitations
using XAS. Finally, aminophenol has two probe atoms (N, O)
at opposite ends of the molecule and is a good example of how
electron dynamics in polyatomic molecules can be probed with
transient XAS.
3.1. Valence Dynamics in Carbon Monoxide. First, we
present the result for an isolated carbon monoxide molecule.
The geometry was optimized using the PBE0 hybrid functional
and the def2-TZVP basis set. This functional and basis set were
also used for all subsequent TDDFT simulations. To emulate a
valence excitation, a neutral excited state was constructed by
putting a Δ = 0.8 positive charge on the carbon atom and a
4472
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Figure 2. (a) The time-dependent dipole moment and density snapshots in CO following sudden excitation exhibits one dominant frequency,
which corresponds to density oscillation between carbon and oxygen. (b) The transient XAS spectra show optical density and peak energy
oscillations that are correlated with the dynamics. Additionally, pre-edge features appear (e.g., O K-edge at 508 eV) due to transitions to
depopulated orbitals.

−0.8 charge on the oxygen atom via constrained DFT (CDFT)
(see Figure 1(a)). The resulting orbital populations after this
pump are shown in Figure 1(b). The pump essentially
corresponds to a π → π* excitation, with a slight σ → σ*
excitation, and virtually no C 1s orbital or O 1s orbital
depopulation. The dynamics that result from this pump are
dominated by a simple oscillation of charge between C and O
with a period of 290 as, as shown by the dipole moment μ(t) in
Figure 2(a). The π → π* excitation character is further
conﬁrmed by comparing the frequency response of the dipole
moment, computed via a Fourier transform, with the linearresponse ultraviolet absorption spectrum for the unexcited
molecule (see Supporting Information). The FT spectrum and
the LR spectrum both have strong peaks at 14.3 eV, which
conﬁrms that this state is similar to what would result from a
UV excitation.
The resulting C and O K-edge attosecond transient XAS
spectra are shown in Figure 2(b). Due to a lack of decoherence
in TDDFT, all the spectral features have the same artiﬁcial line
width, which is dictated by the choice of the damping
parameter (k = 1.2 fs) applied to the dipole before Fourier
transforming. There are clear intensity and shift modulations
with the same frequency as μ(t) for several peaks near the C
and O K-edges. These are discussed in detail below.
Additionally, there are pre-edge features, which are absent in
the unpumped molecules (region scaled by ×10 in Figure
2(b)). These correspond to a 1s → π transition, i.e., transitions
to a partially depopulated HOMO−1/HOMO−2 π-orbital.
This feature oscillates with the same frequency as the dipole
but has an evolving Fano line shape. In general, this is
characteristic of a phase accumulated during interaction with a
laser.71 In our case this phase is indeterminate due the CDFT
initial state, but is likely similar to the phase that would result
from an impulsive excitation at t = 0. Pre-edge transitions such
as this are useful experimentally, as they only appear in the
pumped molecules and are therefore background-free. They
are likely to be observed in any pumped molecule, but their
intensities would depend on the speciﬁc transition dipoles to
those states.
To understand the eﬀect of oscillating charge on the TRXAS, we compare the dipole moment to modulations in the
simulated optical density and frequencies for speciﬁc peaks in
these spectra. For simplicity, we only pick two peaks near the
O K-edge and analyze the modulations in terms of the density
around the O as well as the virtual orbital shapes. Figure 3(b)
shows this for the bright peak near 522 eV (probe polarization
perpendicular to the molecular axis), which is O 1s → π* in
character. When the excess electron density is around an

Figure 3. O K-edge modulations in CO. (a) The O K-edge 522 eV
peak, which corresponds to a 1s→ π* transition, shows an OD
modulation of ±15% and a peak shift of ±0.05 eV. (b) The O K-edge
peak at 530 eV, which involves a 1s→ σ* transition, has an OD
modulation of ±54% and a ω shift of ±0.07 eV. The modulations of
these two spectra features have diﬀerent delays with respect to the
dynamics due to the diﬀerent shapes of the virtual orbitals involved
(see text).

oxygen atom (i.e., O is Δ−), the optical density decreases by
about 15%, and the peak blue shifts by ∼0.05 eV. Figure 3(c)
shows the OD and ω for the dim peak at 530 eV (probe
polarization parallel to the molecular axis), which is primarily
O 1s → σ*. This peak has a OD shift of ±54% and a ω shift of
±0.07 eV.
Additionally, there is a phase diﬀerence between these
modulations and the dipole (e.g., see yellow lines on Figure 3).
This can be explained in terms of the shape of the virtual
orbitals involved. For the 522 eV peak, for example, the lobe of
the π* is centered slightly to the right of the O atom, whereas
for the 530 eV peak the small lobe in the σ* is left of the O
atom. Since the OD is related to the overlap |⟨1s|z|π*⟩| and
|⟨1s|z|σ*⟩|, respectively, there is a shift in the OD with respect
to the dipole moment. In general, these shifts complicate
interpretation but may be useful for reconstructing density
dynamics from the transient spectra.
Finally, we note that the particular values of the shifts
reported here are speciﬁc to the choice of the CDFT initial
charge Δ. To determine the eﬀect of this “pump” strength on
the transient shifts, we repeated the above simulations for Δ =
0.4. The resulting dipole, as well as OD and ω shifts, are almost
4473
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Figure 4. (a) Time-dependent dipole moment of O2 following sudden CDFT excitation and (b) the resulting transient XAS spectrum. Due to the
symmetry of the molecule, the modulation in OD and ω, as well as the pre-edge features, all oscillate at twice the frequency of the dynamics. (c)
OD and ω modulations in O2 for the 519 eV peak (β 1s → π*) and (d) the modulations for the 539 eV (αβ 1s → nπ*). The modulations occur at
twice the frequency of the dynamics due to the symmetry of the molecule.

Figure 5. (a) Geometry of the benzene−tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) charge-transfer (CT) dimer. (b) Deviation of the time-dependent charge
from the ground state for TCNE following a CDFT pump excitation that results in a CT excitation with a frequency of 2.2 eV. (c) The resulting
transient XAS spectrum exhibits a weak pre-edge feature near 383.6 eV corresponding to a transition to the depopulated benzene-centered π orbital
as well as a strong feature at 386 eV (N 1s → π* on TCNE). (d) The N K-edge at the bright 386 eV peak shows a reduction in the optical density
when the TCNE molecule has an extra electron density.

(two unpaired α spins). This pump, which corresponds
roughly to a β π → π* transition, is not taken to reﬂect a
superposition that could result from any particular laser pump
but rather as a way of initiating the charge density oscillations
dominated by a single frequency. Figure 4(a) shows the
resulting dipole moment, which oscillates with a dominant
low-frequency mode with a period of 0.6 fs as well as some
higher frequency contributions. Figure 4(b) shows the
corresponding transient O K-edge spectrum for a probe
polarized perpendicular to the molecular axis. There is a clear
pre-edge feature (zoomed), which corresponds to the O 1s →
π β-spin transition. In contrast to CO, this modulation occurs
at twice the frequency of the dynamics, which is expected given
the two indistinguishable oxygen centers. For the post-edge
peaks in the K-edge region of the O atom, we choose the peaks
around 519 and 539 eV to reconstruct the low-frequency
dynamics in the molecule. Both transitions involve light
polarized perpendicular to the molecular axis. For the peak
around 539 eV, which involves a O 1s orbital to a higher π*
orbital with both α and β spins, the double-frequency
modulation in the OD and ω is clear. When the excess

exactly 3.4 times less than the case of Δ = 0.8 (see SI for
details). The proportionality of the dipole/shifts to the CDFT
charge on each atom is linear in the deviation of atomic charge
from the ground state. That is, for a homonuclear diatomic, Δ
= 0.8 would give 2.0 times the response of Δ = 0.4. For CO,
however, carbon is negative and oxygen positive in the ground
state. The factor of 3.4 thus corresponds to carbon having an
atomic charge of −0.23 for the ground state, which is similar to
the computed Löwdin population of −0.25. In this paper, we
picked intermediate values for Δ to avoid potential nonlinearities resulting from large deviations from the ground
state. Due to the linearity of the response with respect to the
“pump”, the value of Δ can be loosely correlated with the
experimental pump intensity.
3.2. Valence Dynamics in Dioxygen. Next, we present
results for dioxygen (O2), which consists of two equivalent
oxygen atoms. This is a “control” example for the case of
probing density motion in a molecule with two indistinguishable atoms, where time-resolved XAS would generally be
considered unsuitable. To initiate the dynamics, a CDFT
charge-separated density with a net charge of +0.8 on one
oxygen and −0.8 on the other was used, with a triplet spin state
4474
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Figure 6. (a) Dipole moment in 4-aminophenol following the CDFT pump, and (b and c) the transient XAS for the N and O K-edges. (d)
Transient N K-edge XAS shows an OD decrease of 42% and a ω blue-shift of 0.15 eV when nitrogen has the excess electron density. (e) Transient
XAS for the O K-edge, which shows a decrease of 33% and a blue-shift of 0.1 eV when the oxygen has excess electron density. (f and g) Snapshots
of the positive part of the diﬀerence density.

TCNE from the ground state for a range of initial charge
values:

electron density is around the oxygen atom, the OD decreases
by 12% and the peak blue shifts by about 0.015 eV.
For the peak at 519 eV, which is related to the O 1s → π* β
spin transition, roughly speaking there is a modulation in the
OD at double the frequency. There is no obvious correlation,
however, between the dynamics and the peak energy. This is
likely a consequence of the open-shell (triplet) state of the
molecule and can be understood as follows. Although this
transition probes the β π*, these orbital energies are coupled to
the α orbitals via the total density. Here, the dynamics involve
both the pump-populated singlet β π* population as well as the
pump-depopulated triplet α π* population. Due to the use of
an instantaneous pump, these are out-of-phase with each other,
and there is no clear correlation between the edge energy and
the dipole moment. Performing a simulation with an explicit
pump may remedy this, but it is likely that correlating edge
shifts with density dynamics will be challenging for pumped
open-shell systems.
3.3. Charge-Transfer Excitation in a Benzene−TCNE
Dimer. Next, we present results for a molecular dimer
consisting of a benzene molecule separated from a tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) molecule in a coplanar π-stacked conﬁguration. This is a prototypical charge-transfer (CT) complex
where the TCNE acts as an electron acceptor in a excitation
involving a π electron on the benzene going to a π* orbtial on
the TCNE. As CDFT is known to work better for CT states
than for intramolecular excitations,67 we use this example to
verify the validity of CDFT for an initial state and as an
example of probing CT excitations with TXAS. For the
geometry, we use the previously reported case72 of benzene
separated from TCNE by 3.7 Å (Figure 5(a)). To be
consistent with this study, we use the cc-pVDZ basis set and
the B3LYP functional. It is well-known that global hybrid
functionals such as B3LYP underestimate the CT excitation
energies,73 which can be remedied by using a (tuned) rangeseparated functional.72 In this paper, however, the emphasis is
on creating and probing a particular known state rather than
getting accurate energies.
Since the goal is to create a superposition of only the ground
and one CT state, we initialized the system at t = 0 with a net
negative charge of ΔqTCNE(0), with respect to the ground state,
and a corresponding positive charge on the benzene. To
determine what value of the initial charge to choose, we
computed the time-dependent deviation of the charge on

TCNE
Δq TCNE(t ) = q TCNE(t ) − qGS

(5)

We use a Mulliken scheme for the charges, which is welldeﬁned for the case of two separate molecules with a balanced
basis set. If appropriately chosen, the dynamics should consist
of an oscillation between TCNE−−benzene+ and TCNE−
benzene that has the same frequency as the corresponding
linear-response TDDFT excitation. As shown in Figure 5(b),
we found that a CDFT value of Δ = −0.17 e (ΔqTCNE(0) =
−0.12 e) gave charge dynamics that oscillate between the
neutral and partially negatively charged TCNE. Using this
value of Δ gave a CT frequency for the transition of about 2.2
eV, which is in good agreement with the previously reported
LR value of 2.1 eV.72 Smaller or larger Δ resulted in
oscillations that do not return to the charge of the groundstate TCNE (ΔqTCNE = 0) but still gave excitation frequencies
close to 2.2 eV, at least in the vicinity of 0.17 e. In terms of
orbtial populations, this pump moves about 2% of an electron
from the HOMO (benzene π) to the LUMO (TCNE π*).
Figure 5(c) shows the resulting TR-XAS spectrum for the N
K-edge for the case of a z-polarized probe, which points along
the direction of the π-stacked system. Since TCNE contains
four equivalent N atoms, the transient N K-edge spectra are
expected to act as a probe of the instantaneous charge of the
TCNE molecule. Here, we used a damping parameter k = 200
au = 4.8 fs for broadening the peaks. There is a weak pre-edge
feature at around 384 eV that oscillates with the CT frequency.
This arises from a N 1s → π transition, which is absent in the
unexcited system. Due to the poor overlap of the N 1s orbital
on the TCNE molecule and the π orbital on the benzene, this
peak has a low oscillator strength. In general, such features
might be diﬃcult to observe experimentally for intramolecular
CT processes due to this minimal overlap. The peak at about
386 eV in Figure 5(c) is related to a N 1s→ π* transition, both
of which are located on the TCNE molecule. Looking at the
optical density of this peak as a function of the time delay
(Figure 5(d)) shows that when the extra electron density is on
the TCNE, the OD decreases by about 3% compared to when
the TCNE is neutral. Although qualitatively similar to the CO
case where the OD decreases with an increasing electron
density around the probe atom, here, the OD reduction with
density is signiﬁcantly less pronounced. This is likely a
consequence of the spatial extent of the CT excitation. At the
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OD modulations are signiﬁcantly less pronounced, due
primarily to a large delocalization of the extra electron density
across the TCNE molecule.
These OD modulations can be understood in two ways. In a
density-based interpretation, the increased charge around an
atom reduces the transition probability for an inner-shell probe
excitation from that atom, as the excitation is somewhat local
to the region around the absorbing atom. Alternatively, this
can be viewed as an orbital population eﬀect, where the OD
corresponding to a particular orbital is reduced with increasing
population. In some cases, these shifts were delayed with
respect to the dynamics (dipole moment), which is likely due
to diﬀerent overlaps of the states involved. We observe that
these shifts are quite small (on the order of 0.1 eV or less) and
may be below the resolution of current X-ray facilities.
Additionally, we observe pre-edge features arising from
transitions to depopulated orbitals. Since these only occur in
excited molecules and these transitions are at frequencies
outside of the ground-state absorption, they may be advantageous to focus experimentally on these “background-free”
features.
Due to the use of a CDFT initial state in these simulations
and the ambiguous choice of an initial charge separation, it is
diﬃcult to draw speciﬁc conclusions about the shifts that might
be observed in an experiment. In the future, alternative
methods for constructing an initial state are likely required to
get more predictive attosecond XTA spectra. Nevertheless, our
results show qualitatively that the greater the localization of the
excess electron density around a “probe” atom, the greater the
change in the OD and ω shift. In aminophenol, the excess
density is localized on the amine and hydroxyl groups, giving
high-OD contrast and shifts. In benzene−TCNE, the excess
density is completely delocalized across the TCNE molecule,
with each of the four probe N atoms getting only a small
fraction, resulting in small OD modulations. Overall, this
suggests that transient XAS is best suited to probing dynamics
where there are localized density changes, such as in
attosecond charge migration.1,6,74
Going forward, due to the complexity of transient X-ray
spectra, ﬁrst-principles simulations like these will likely prove
critical for interpreting experiments and for proposing future
targets for X-ray free-electron laser studies, such as impulsive
inner-shell ionization-triggered dynamics in polyatomic molecules. Additionally, these experiments will be valuable for
validating the accuracy of simulation methodologies.

times when the TCNE molecule is negatively charged with
respect to the ground state, the extra density is delocalized
across the π* system, primarily above/below the carbon atoms
and to a lesser extent around the four nitrogen atoms. Since
the XAS is a local probe of the density around each N atom,
the resulting modulation of the K-edge OD is rather subtle.
Similarly, only a minor edge shift is observed here (±0.002
eV), which is well below the experimental resolution. This may
limit the utility of attosecond XAS for measuring this type of
excitation.
3.4. Valence Dynamics in 4-Aminophenol. Finally, we
present transient XAS for 4-aminophenol, which is a
prototypical example of a molecule with two distinct atoms
(O and N) that can be probed with XANES. Carbon can in
principle also be probed, but the six nearly degenerate carbon
atoms make it diﬃcult to interpret the C K-edge spectrum. For
the sudden excitation here, we apply 0.3 e− on NH2 and 0.3 e+
on OH at t = 0. This pump roughly corresponds to a π → π*
excitation. The polarization of the probe is chosen to be
perpendicular to the plane of the phenyl ring.
The resulting dipole shows a quasi-single frequency, as
shown in Figure 6(a). Snapshots of the positive part of the
diﬀerence density at two extremes of the oscillation are shown
in panels (f) and (g), ranging from 0 to 0.01 au. These were
obtained by subtracting the ground-state density ρ0(r) from
the time-dependent one:
Δρ(r , t ) = ρ(r , t ) − ρ0 (r )

Article

(6)

At one extreme of the oscillation (f), the extra electron density
is around the ring and the OH group. For the other extreme
(g), the excess electron density is mostly on the NH2 group.
Panel (b) shows the corresponding XAS for the lowest N and
O K-edge features. For the N K-edge peak at 391 eV, when the
charge density is around the N atom, the absorbance is
decreased by 42% and blue-shifted by 0.15 eV. For the O Kedge peak at 523 eV, the OD decreases by around 33%, and
the peak blue shifts by about 0.1 eV. Taken as a whole, these
results demonstrate that the N and O K-edges can act as two
separate but complementary probes of the electron density,
with the OD modulations being related to the dynamics in a
straightforward way. These modulations are substantially more
pronounced than the CO and O2 cases. This is likely a
consequence of the more localized time-dependent charge on
the −OH and −NH2 groups as compared to CO.

■

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a methodology for using realtime TDDFT to compute attosecond X-ray transient
absorption in molecules. Using the relatively simple cases of
UV-excited CO, O2, and aminophenol, as well as a benzene−
TCNE charge-transfer dimer, our results show that, in
principle, the instantaneous electron density around a
particular atom results in both optical density modulations
and frequency shifts. Qualitatively, the OD decreases and the
frequency blue-shifts with increasing electron density around
the probe atom. For the CO molecule, for example, OD shifts
for the O K-edge are approximately 15% and ω shifts are on
the order of 0.05 eV for excited populations of 2%. For the
larger polyatomic molecule aminophenol, these shifts were
approximately 42% in the OD and 0.15 eV for the edge energy
of the N K-edge for populations of 3%. For the case of a
charge-transfer complex (benzene−tetracynaoethylene) the
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